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ABSTRACT

Me study the mass spectra and decay widths of upsilon resonances in

a simple quark-confining, analytically solvable, two-step potential aodel used

earlier to study the eharaionium system and even the light mesons like *, p , K,.

etc. Results are found to be in good agreement with experiments and also with

the values predicted by others. We also calculate within our model, the masses

of the lovest-lying bottom mesons which we denote by B(ir) or B, B(p) or B»,

B{K) or Bg, B(K») or Bg and B(i) or Bc; showing that these agree well

with the other theoretical predictions. In this way we put the BB threshold

at 10.2fca GeV, Which means in our model the first three radial upsilon

excitations, vix. 1(9.43^5), Y'<o.993o) «nd Y"(l0.19o8) are stable with respect

to the Zweig allowed decay YMt'"+ SB .
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years much attention has been focused on the quart model [1]
because of its success in accounting for the new massive badron families + [2]

and Y [3-5]. In analogy to positronium one speaks of charmonium or more

generally of quarkonium states (i.e. bound state of a massive QQ pair). The

more massive the quark, the better one can expect a non-relatlvistic description

of these bound states to work- In fact, from the point of view of what by many

ia hoped or be the underlying theory of hadrons, namely, QCD, one may

find in these massive QJ$ systems, the hydrogen atom of strong interact ions.

Several recent experiments [3-5] have established now beyond doubt the

existence of the upailon resonances Y, Y', Y" and Y1" at 9-1»3lt5 W ,

9.9930 [U], 10.3232 [•»] and 1O.5>»65 [5] GeVa, respectively, and there ia no

doubt that the spectrum of this positroniym-1ike system, the upsilon, ia both

richer and simpler than that of charmonium. The charmonium interpretation of

the narrow states t and +' with masses in the range 3-U GeV as charmed quark

antiquark (cc) bound states of a simple potential, predicted much of the

phenomena that was subsequently observed. The discovery of the charmed mesone [6]

has given further support to this interpretation. With the observation of the

upsilon resonances, people have been trying to explain then alsOywithin the

perview of such theories. Thus there has been a spectacular addition of tvo

new flavours c (charm) [2,7] and b (bottom or beauty) [3-5] to the hadron

spectroscopy.

The use of a non-relativistie model for ce and bb has been Justified

on the basis of the large ssasses involved. Attempts [8] to use such models

for light quark mesons have achieved only qualitative success and^in general,

it seems that the light meson dynamics are outside the range of such potential

theories. Recent developments associated with accurate mass difference

measurements [9] in the t>b system also suggest difficulties with the simple

modified Coulomb potential model tlO] on quantum chromodynamics [ll] (ftCD).

The almost equal energy spacing between t and • ' and' 1 and It1 States

suggested a logarithmic potential [12] as the appropriate interquark potential.

As an overall logarithmic potential has no Justification within QCD and also leads

to values of (v/c) in the * family which are uncomfortably large, more

complicated models have been tried [13]. Such models do not, however, apply

to light mesons.

Bichardsoa [lit] has recently found a potential which, at one stroke, is

simple,in excellent agreement with the data and in harmony with our fondest

theoretical prejudices. Unfortunately, this rosy picture is only consistent

with the data, but does not follow unequivocally from it. This point has been

made most convincingly by Andre* Martin [15] who has demonstrated that a fit to
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the qq, spectrum as good * [ l^1 us Richardson's can be obtained with the

potential V = a + b rY , where T i s in the range 0.10t4~0.125 . This potent ia l ,

however, does not eonfonn with our theoret ical preconceptions at small or large

distances.

Martin's counter example does not cast doubt on the basic asssumptions

of the <tfwrmonimn model; i t is clear that heavy Qfy system can be quantitatively

described by & non-relativistic **' [17] Schrodinger equation vith a static

flavour independent potential.

In the present work ve study the upsI16n system / Y resonances}in terms

of the simple Jwo-step potential

In Sec.II ve calculate the mass spectrum of the main radial excitations

of upsilon systeia using the method of our previous work on charmonium [l8J. In

Sec.Ill we give an improved treatment, where we generate the muss spdctra of the

various meson systems in a rather alternate way Just by matching the wave functions

and their derivatives a.t r = B, pointing out, however that there is l i t t l e

difference in the results in the cases -of paion * and upsilon. In Sec.IV

we use the model to calculate the masses of the low lying bottom quark carrying

mesons [20-231- In Sec.V we calculate the annihilation widths of these vector

mesons, namely, the mesons of i and upsilon family into e e~ and into three

gluons. In Sec.VI we calculate the r.a.s . values of the radii for various meson

systems and,finally, the results are discussed in Sec.VII,

V(r) - - B/r (la)

- VQ • Kr, r > B (lb)

where j! is & measure of the strength of the qq forces and the distance

B Is such that the forces caused by potentials (la) and (lb) are the same at

r • B. Physically, B is realized as the first Bohr radius (BQ) for the plon

system and as the second Bohr radius (R^) for other systems. This potential

va* used in/earlier vorlts [l8,19] to describe the chanaoniun system and even

lighter mesons like ir, p, K, etc. tte advantage of this potential ia that

the wave function In each region r ̂  B and r > B is a known analytic

function because the Schrodinger equation can be solved explicitly for each of

the potentials, which axe naturally matched smoothly at r = B (i.e. both V(r) and

and ¥'(r) afe matched). This potential conforms with our Ideas of QCD, yielding4

at short distances, a — potential,while at large distances a. linear confining

potential. The usual approach of adding the two pieces [20] Instead of joining

them in some sense Is less realistic since it does not correspond to flux

confinement at large distances. Further, the resulting Schrodinger equation

cannot be solved analytically [20].

*) The Martin potential glees leptonlc width ratios which are aot quite as

good as Richardson's but quite acceptable with present experimental errors. See

also Ref.l6.
mat \

Rough estimates and detailed (i.e. model dependent) calculations show that

2d 0.08 and 9.20 for the IS l)b~ and cc levels, respectively. See Eefs.2

16 and IT.

II. MASS SPECTRA OP UPSILON RESONANCES

In order to calculate the mesonic energy Ievel3 we obtain the appropriate

wave functions and energy eigenvalues by solving the Schrodinger equation

[-+£ ft U) - o (a)

with the potential V(r) given by Eq.(l) for both parts of the potential, namely

(la) and (lb) separately. We argue that the low lying states may depend on

the — part of the potential, while on the other hand the higher excitations

should depend on the linear part. The transition is also no problem because

we match the potential (both parts (la) and (lb)) smoothly at r = B, yielding

vo = (3)

and

= //if
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This allows us to use the exact solution for each part separately. In Sec.Ill

we show by matching the wave functions that this in fact is a very good f irst-

order approximation for particularly more massive meson systems.

The energy eigenfunctions of Eq.(2) with the potential (la) which

satisfy boundary condition at the origin r = 0, viz. that they are finite and

well behaved at r = 0, are hydrogen-like and are given by [2k] ;
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(5)

vlth

where

(6)

is the first-Bohr radius and V * —n is the reduced mass of the qq system.

The corresponding energy eigenvalues are given by

- aV-
(7)

In this the first two lowest lying states are calculated [16] in the Coulomb-

like potential by using

(a)

* 1 and 2.

The Schrodinger equation (2) with the linear potential (ib) predicts

an infinite ayBten of bound states tor a given set of quantum numbers. The

various rtstes are predicted as radial excitation! of a ground state. By putting

1*0 for radial excitations and defining

and

RW -

2 -

Bq..{2) reduces to the form

(9)

=s O

(10)

whose iolution in terms of Airy functions [18,25] is

where

and

(11)

(12)

(13)

with

and

C - 1

U(z) satisfies boundary condition at r
we find

and

> • » . Prom Eq».<12) *od (13)

implying b

reduces to

0 for acceptable solutions. Hence our radial ware function

C15)
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This radial function possesses an infinity of nodes, thereby exhibiting an

infinity of radial excitations in oar system. If the position of n node Is

denoted by -a (-a are the zeros of the Airy function *ifx)) the n radialljr
n n
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excited state energy eigenvalue E is given by [18,25]

1
(16)

vith B >» Bc for the pi°"\ systen and B = B. for other cases. We thus see that
the model is en exactly analytically solvable quantum-mechanical problem and
a l l I t s eigenvalues and eigenfunctions are well known. I t predicts an infini te
system of bound stateB for a given set of quantum numbers (spin, isospin,
pari ty, e t c . ) . The various states are predicted as radial excitations of a
ground state (the ground state energy being used to fix the parameters of the
model).

Finally, the mass of the resonance, M , corresponding to the linear

part of the "IB potential Is given as

(17)

For the upsilon system, vt fix our parameters from the masses of the two lowest

lying stable states *($. 1*3̂ 5) W and Y"(9-9930) [k] and predict a whole spectrum

of excited states as £ • 0 radial excitations. The parameters of the model

for upsilon system are.

and

t

K

B 0

h

- 0.765

• 5.09 GeV

- 0.5689 GeV

- 0.1058 (GeV)2

- 0.5137 (GeV)

- 2.6896 (GeV)

-1

-1 (18)

TJie lov-lyinft meson spectra as calculated from &J..(1T) are shovn In F ig . l . In

tbc figure^the results obtained by Stanley and Robeon [26] (labelled as C),

'those obtained by Richardson [ i t ] (labelled as D) and those obtained by

Kichten ^t_.al. [20] (l**elled as K) are also shove for the sake of comparison

together with those obtained la the T3 potential, model (present) (labelled as

A) and the experimental masses (cf. Refs.lt and 5) (labelled as B). I t can be

seen from Fig.l that the reseeb obtained for I" and Y1" via. at 10.1988 aad

3.0.^263 W » t respectively, in the IS potential model are within 1.2$ error

vi tb the exj?erisiteBtal:o»weB.f TI*., s.t 10.3232 and 10.5^65 OeVa, respectively

{cf,, Hefg.t and 5).
• 7 -

HI. IMPROVED TREATMENT FOR .CALCULATING THE MASS SPECTRA

In this section we illustrate how the mass spectra of various meson

systems can be calculated Just by matching the wave functions and their derivatives

at r * B. The results obtained in this rather alternate way, however, do not

differ much from those obtained by the method described in the previous section,

especially for the heavy mesons like + and V, indicating probably that the aodel

perhaps works exceptionally well for the heavy QQ systems.

We denote by •-_ and ip__ the wave functions in the regions r ̂  B

and jfĉ  B and by * I and t thei-r respective derivatives. Then, the

solutions of the Scbrodinger equation (2), viz. Eqs.(5) and (15) corresponding

to each part of the potential (1) can he rewritten in a very trivial way as [25]

- < *

(19)

vith

and the energy eigenvalues IS being given by Eq.(T). Here M(atb,a) are
the confluent hypergeomet r i c function* (ef. Eef, 25). Also

C-D.

and

(21)

(22)

Here Ai(-z) are the Airy functions [25] and E are the energy eigenvalues
n 1

given by Eq.. (16). Now, one can quickly vr l te down the derivatives •_ and
• j t as [25]:

J (23)
t

and



So at r = B ve can write running coupling constant a (n"~) of QCD, At Large virtualness the effective

and

(25)

(26)

But our matching condition for wave functions at r = 3 demands

(27)

We BOW compute both aides of Eq.{2T) numerically for different values

of energies E and plot them on the sane graph Tarsus the energy E as

1« shown in fi?-2 for example, for the ijr system. The points of

intersection thua obtained give us the mesonic energy levels or the desired

mass spectra of a particular meson system. On comparing the results so

obtained with those obtained in our previous calculations {eft Ref.18) for

the mass spectra of the various meson systems, ve find that the maximum per-

cent error involved in our previous reaults [18] is not much. It is 1.6% in

the case of the + system. Table I shows the maximum errors involved in the

previous results [18] of the mass spectra for the various meson systems. The

BOSS spectra for upsilon resonances have also been generated by this method

and it is found that the maximum error involved in the results calculated

in Sec. 11 and shown in Fig.l is only O.UjC. It is interesting to note from
keeps

the results quoted in Table I that this maximum percent errory deer easing as we

move from the lightest pion (jft to the probably heaviest upsilon Y. It

perhaps indicates that the model works exceptionally veil for heavy mesons like
percent

psion $ and upsilon Y and the fact that the maximum t errors involved are
A

not largetfurther supports the use of the TS potential model.

Pig.3, solid curve, shows the variation of B with M, the mass of the

lowest lying stable state of a particular meson system. Ve assume the coupling

strength parameter B of our T8 potential model to be proportional to the

constant decreases according to the law [27]'

[1 + [<()?ym!)

(28)

Here b is the leading coefficient or the Gell-Mann-Low function vhich for SU_
colour group is equal to

~ 3" nf J

vhere n f is the number of flavours of quarks. Using S = 1.28 and

M U ) ' 3.095 GeV for • and ^ = O.765 and M(Y) 3 9.1*3̂ 5 GeV for upsilon in

Eq.(28) ve find the value of A , the characteristic dimensional parameter of

QCDj to be 0,591 GeV which is compatible [28] with the value found in the best

studied phenomenon vhere perturbative QCD is valid: deep inelastic lepton-

nucleon scattering. This suggests that the scaling'behaviour of 0 la consistent

with the Idea of asymptotic freedom. The dashed curve in Fig.3 shows the

behaviour of «a(tl ) vith A = 0.591 GeV as a function of M. We see that

identifying B with <*B(n ) works well for psi and upsilon, but breaks down,

as expected,for the1light mesons. One can with some confidence, use this curve

for obtaining the value of 6 as a function of quark mass for the anticipated

tt system [29].

IV. GROUND STATE MASSES AND THE MASS SPECTRA OF BOTTOM MESONS

After having s tudied the resonances in t he ups i lon regions {3-5] v i s .

Y, Y' , Y" e t c . in S e c . I I , where the bas ic cons t i tuen t of the upsi lon resonance

Y(9.'*31t5)is the bottom (b) quark with i t s mass as 5.09 GeV and coupling

s t reng th 6 as O.T65 in t he TS p o t e n t i a l model, we now proceed t o i n v e s t i g a t e

the ground-s ta te masses and the mass spec t r a of the recen t ly discussed [21-23]

bottom mesons in the s p i r i t of the TS p o t e n t i a l model. Dat tog l i e_t_.al. [21]

have predic ted the masses of the bottom mesons B(ub), B (sb) and B (cb) a t
3 C

5.130 GeV, 5.2*tO GeV and 6.290 GeV, respectively. Fritzsch [22] expects the

masses of B(ub) and B*(db) to be between 5.0 GeV and 5.3 GeV. These expectations

-9- -10-



become important In view of the recently observed bump at M = 5.3 GeV in the
channel *KTT at CERN (WA. Hexperiment, using a pion beam of 150-175 GeV) [23]
which Fritjscb[22] Identifies with the B meson. He also expects the nsasa of
the Bs{£b) state tq be 5-^5 GeV [22], In this section we calculate the ground
3tate masses and the mass spectra of these bottom mesons in our TS potential
model.

We mention here that we do not need any fresh input to our model except

for the values of the parameters obtained earl ier (cf. Ref.l8) for various meson

systems. Because we do not introduce spin up and down notion, for simplicity,

we consider the composite systems Bade up of one bottom quark having the mass

1^ aa 5.09 GeV,, the coupling strength 6^ as O.765 (cf. Eq..(l8)) and carrying

the character of the T system and one non-bottomed ant1quark (or vice versa)

carrying the character of either *, p , K, K* or if systems. The composite

structures so obtained vith the constituent quarks of if, p , K, K* and *

systems would respectively be denoted by the B(ir) or B, B{+) or B*, B(K) or B ,
* s

B(K») or B and B(I|I) or Bfi bottom mesons. The quark masses m (coupling

strengths 9 ) obtained for the t , 0, K, K*t • and Y systems (cf. Ref.lS
and Eq.(l8)) and used here are 0.252 GeV (2.Ul), 0.938 GeV (2.17), 0.82U GeV

(2.37). 1.02U OeV (2.13), 1.950 GeY (1.28) snd 5.09 GeV (0.765), respectively.
I t should be noted here that the value of the strength parameter 6 i t s e l f i s
& neasure of the gluon charge on the corresponding quark specif.

Raring identified the bottom Mesons as above, we nov calculate their

ground s ta te masses and the radial excitations in the framework of the TS

potential model by the method explained in Sec.II. The f i rs t two lowest-lying

sta tes are obtained, as usual, in the Coulomb-like potential by using

(29)

for n " 1 and 2.

obtained from

Here v is the reduced mass and 6 is the strength parameter

(30)

The subscript q on m and 8 stands for non-bottomed quark in the different
systems. Further, the spectrum corresponding to the linear part ia given t>y

BK - Vn (31)

where B « B_, for B(n) or B meBon and B = B.. for all other bottom mesons and

- 1 1 -

-a as usual, are the zeros of the Airy function. The r e su l t s of the
n

calculations for a l l the five bottom mesons, for n = 1 and 2 in the Coulomb-like

potent ia l (la.) as given by Eq.(29) and for n = 1 to 10, in the l inear potent ia l

( l b ) , S3 given by Eq.(3l) are shown in Table I I . The values of the parameters

obtained for various bottom mesons are shown in Table I I I .

Table IV showa only the ground-state masses for the various bottom

mesons as s ta ted in the TS potent ia l model. The values expected and predicted

by other authors [20-23,26] are also given for the sake of comparison. As ia

obvious from the t a b l e , the resu l t s are in fa i r ly good agreement with o thers .

V. ABBIHILATIOH WIDTHS

5.1 Annihilation into e e~

For point quarks of a def ini te flavour the e e~ decay of vector mesons

with i^C = 1 are assumed t o proceed via a v i r t u a l photon according to the

decay width formula [30]!

thia 3imple expression depends upon the charge (e^) of the quarfc with def in i te

flavour, the number of colours H (3 for ordinary quarks), the mass of the vector

meson (H ) and the square of the wave function a t the origin U a ( 0 ) | . Here

a ^a.1/137 i s the fine s t ructure constant.

The above formula in i t s basic form was introduced by Van Rojren and

Weisskopf [30] and i s val id in the non- re l a t iv i a i t i c domain. I t has been

pointed out by Barbieri e t a l . [31] and also by Eiehten et a l . [20] tha t there

are important r e l a t i v i s t i q corrections t o the Van Royen-Weisskopf expression

which are s ignif icant in charmonium - at l e a s t for absolute values of the

various leptonic [e*s") decay widths. Celmaster [32] has observed tha t in

positronium the amplitude of e+e" + Y h*s a r e l a t i v i s t i c correction of order

e 2 , and tha t when t h i s correction i s straightforwardly modified for colour (and
2

r— i s replaced by a ) a very large suppression r e s u l t s . Furthermore, as also

suggested by Eichten e t a l . [30] , there i s a l i t t l e question tha t t h i s correction

has a direct analogue in QCD, though i t i s not clear whether the other higher

order correct ions are of comparable importance. Thus adopting the moat naive

t rans la t ion from QED to QCD [31,32,20] one finds

-12-



•+ e e ) (33)

vhere rQ(l"" + e+e~) is the Van Roy«n-Weisskopf width given by Eq_.(32).

Although the correction factor in En.(33) is not reliably known, however i t does

arise from highly virtual quark pairs and is therefore insensitive to the

particular qq states in question. Consequently, the ratios of the leptonic

vidths within one qq family should s t i l l be well described by the model, even

if the absolute vidths are not. Further, if the correction factor in E<j..(33)

varies slowly vith quark mass, the rate of 1 + e e" relative to if * e e"

can also be computed with reasonable confidence.

In our case the contribution to |+n(0)[2 comes from the Coulomb part

of the potential for vhich ve have

, ,s 23 33 and US states, respectively, ve have
Accordingly, for IS, 23, 3S an ^

\

*4TTB? (35)

for + resonances (cf. Bef.18)
fWe use the values of B Q » 0.80 OeV"

1 for T
and B Q • O.513T GeV (cf. Eq.tlB)) for upsilon resonances. The values of

V (•) and <»B(T) used in the correction term in Eq..(33) are 0.39 and 0.25,

respectively, and are taken from Eichten gt.al.(itef.2O) • So, after taking into

account the correction term as expressed in &i.(33), ve compute the leptonic

decay vidths 7(1 -•> e e") for th« various psion and upsilon resonances by

using Bq.(33). The results are shewn in Table V. The results predicted by

SLchten et.al. [20] and by Stanley and Robson [26] together with the experimental

ones [33] are shown for the sake of comparison.

If one leaves some scope for the finite quark structures [3**], aa we

suggested earlier also [16], then tbs-concept of the vave function at the origin

is not much appealing. In that case, one should use the values of lt(r)\ at

a point slightly sway from the origin rather than at the origin. If this

possibility is allowed, then the results obtained for the leptonic decay vidths,

la the present model, can be made agreeable with the experimental values.

-13-

In our previous work I l8 ] , we had predicted the lowest-lying charmed

mesons, namely, D, D«, F and Y* respectively at 1.8.58, 2.00&, I.696 and 2.059

GeVs vhich puts our charm threshold at 3.T16 OeV in TS potential model which

is very close to that predicted by Eichten et ,al . [201 namely at 3.726. This

impliesiin'our ncdeljthe first tvo radial psion exeitations, viz. at

i|>{3.095) and +(3.6810 are stable with respect to the Zvelg-alloved decay

$*""•+• D5 . So, the CC states above the charm threshold at 3.T16 GeV can undergo

OZI-allowed decays Into charmed mesons.

As i s obvious from our results for the ground state masses of the

various bottom mesons shown in Tabel IV, we predict the BS threshold at

10.2U2 GeV which means In our model the first three radial upsilon

excitations, vis . Y.(9.1*31,5), 1^(9,9930) and 1f"(io. 1988) are stable vith
--«•"• » ; nn.« *£ B+jitea aboverespect to the Zveig-alloved decay

> BB . The bb states above BB
respect to the Zvelg-aixcweu uĉ ô  * - ,
threshold, at 10.21(2 OeV, can undergo OZI-allowed decays into bottom mesons.

5.2 Annihilation into gluons

The total widths of the bb bound states below the B3 threshold can
be estimated. According to the widespread belief based on QCD, the direct decays
of heavy vector mesons (vhere a „ i s small) Into light hadrons are mediated
by three- or tvo-gluos annihilation. The decay vidths of vector mesons la
charnonluK and nuttuuium into three gluone are given by- [35]!

(36)

one finds o f f-wO.19 from J/* decays [36], Recent calculations have shown

that this value of a f. is not the same aa the running coupling constant

appropriate to the potential energy. Eichten et .a l . [20], however, have

pointed out the dangers of using simple gluonlc annihilation formulas for

estimating various rates,as they feel that the QCD radiative corrections to

these formulas nay be very important. So, to minimixe the theoretical

uncertainty, one can write the three-gluon annihilation rates in terms of

ratios

Tor our simple estimate we assume



and also use r(r -*3g) • 12 KeV, as Input, a value, theoretically predicted by

Eichten et.al. (ef. Hef. 20) and calculate the three-gluon annihilation rates

for I1 and Y". The results as shown In Table VI are in fairly good

agreement vlth those predicted by Eichten et.al. [20].

VI.

Just

RADII OF THE MESOHS

The r.m.s. value of the meson radius in TS potential model is given by

(38)

Table VII shows the r.m.s, values of radii for various mesons as calculated in

the TS potential model, in fa. The experimental results together with the values

predicted by others axe also shown for the sake of comparison- The value

V v V / m 1.126 fn, for the pion, in our model is larger than the experimental
value O.Tfl f« [37],it i s however in accordance with the other theoretical
estinates [38J. The value of ty^T^.) « 0.35 f», for kaon, in our model i s in
excellent agreement with the experimental average value 0.371 fm for K° and
l" measured by Holson et a l . [39] (for IT) and by Tsyganov [ItOj (for K~).

a
The agreement for • and I with the value* predicted by Kichten et .al . [201

as ean^seen froa Table VII i s also good. In fact, tne results obtained in this
rather oversimplified model reveal the usefulness of the TS potential ( l ) even
for the light mesons l ike pion and kaon.

VII. DISCTJSSIOll ARD COKCLUSIOSS

In the present work, the TS potential model, which also accounts for the
short-range part of the quart-antIquark interaction, i s used to describe the
resonances in the upailon region and the bottom meson resonances. I t can be
seen from Fig.l that the masses obtained for Y" and T1" viz. at 10.1960 GeV and
10.^263 GeV, respectively,iruihe TS potential model are within 1.2* error with
the experimental masses v is . at 10.3332 GeV and 10.5^65 CeV, respectively (cf.
Refa.2 and 3). I t is also evident from thla figure that these results are not
markedly different from those obtained by Stanley and Robson [26] or by
Richardson [lit] or Eichten e t . a l . [20].

- ! . * ? -

When ve obtain the mass spectra of all the meson systems by the Improved

treatment presented in Sec.Ill, viz.,by matching the wave functions (and their

derivatives alsojat r = B, we find that the maximum percentage error involved in

our previous results [l8] is not much,as can be seen from Table I. The fact that
-age

the maximum percent/error (cf. Table I) keeps decreasing from the lightest pion

(it) to the, probably, heaviest, upsllon (?) suggests that the model perhaps works

exceptionally well for the heavy mesons like phsi (ifi) and upsllon (Y).

Pig.3, solid curve, shows the variation of S with i, the mass of the

loveat-lying stable state of * particular meson system. The value of A , the

characteristic dimensional parameter of QCD, turns out to be 591 MeV in our model,

which is compatible [28] with the value found in the best studied phenomenon

where perturbative QCD is valid. This suggests that the scaling behaviour of 6

Is consistent with the idea of asymptotic freedom. The dashed curve in Fig.3
o with A - 0.59 GeV

shows the behaviour of a (VT) IBS a function of H, implying that the Identification

of S with o (*r), the running coupling constant of QCD (in fact, 0 is

proportional to » (M )), works well for the psl and upsllon but breaks down

as expected for light mesons. One can with some confidence use this curve for

obtainingTvalue of 0 as s function of quark mass for the anticipated tt

system [29].

The ground state masses and the mass spectra of the various bottom meson

systems as predicted in the TS potential model are shown in Table II and th«

corresponding parameters of the model are shown in Table III. It can be seen

from Table IV that the ground state masses obtained for the various bottom

mesons in our model are in fairly good agreement with the values expected and

predicted by other authors [20-23,26].

Annihilation widths of rector mesons (with J* • 1~~) Into e*e~ and Into

three gluons have also been calculated in the TS potential model. The charm

threshold in our model is at 3.716 GeV which Is very cjoee to that predicted

by Eichten et.al. [20] namely at 3.726 GeV, Implying in our model the first tw>

radial psion excitations, viz. #(3.095) and *(3.6&O are sta^U-with respect to

the Zvelg allowed decay $'"~ —* D 5 . Vfe predict the B? threshold at 10.21*2 0«V,

which means In our model the first three radial upsilon excitations, vis.

Y(9.1i3U5), Y*(9.9930) and Y"(l0.1966) are stable with respect to the Zweig-

alloved decay Yll( -+ BB . Above SB threshold, at 1Q.ZU2 GeV, bS state* can under-

go OZI-alloved decays into bottom mesons.

Finally, the calculated r.m.e. values of the radii for the various meson

systems In our model are shown in Table VII. 1he agreement for pion with the

experimental result is not so good, however,for K meson, the agreement with the

experimental value (average value for K and K~, Refs.39 and 1)0) and for # and

I*'ta« agreement with the values predicted by Eichten et al. [ 20 ] Vt* remarkably '

-16-



good. In fact,, the results obtained in this rather very simple model reveal
the usefulness of the TS potential ( l ) even for the light mesons like », p,
K. e tc .
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Table I

Maximum % error involved In our previous calculations (cf. Eef.

the mass spectra of various meson systems.

s. no.

1

2

3

k

5

6

T

Meson system

*

P

*

K

I

Maximum % error involved in the previous
calculations of the mass spectre, (cf.
Ref .18 and Eg.. (18))

8.5 %

5.6 %

it.5 *

it.3 *

2.5 %

i.6 %

o.k i
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Table II

Mass spectra for various bottom meson systems in the TS potential

model.

or B

(CeV}

B(p)

or B»
B(K)

(CeV)

B(K»)
or B*

(OeV)

or B

1

2

1

2

3

It

5

6

7

8

9

10

5.121

5.287

5-721

6.336

6.81*0

T.285

7.692

8.071

8.1*28

8.769

9.095

9.U09

5-370

5.86U

6.0l*5

6.2U6

6.1*1

6.557

6.690

6.813

6.930

T-Qte

7-11*8

7.251

5.271

5.753

5.931

6.126

6.288

6.U31

6.561

6.682

6.796

6.905

7.009

7.109

5.1*19

5.9"*0

6.133

6.31*5

6.519

6.678

6.813

6.9*3

T.067

f.iau

7.297

6.867

7.058

7.270

T-W3

7-596

f.736

7.866

7.989

8.106

8.218

8.326
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Table III

TS potential parameters for various bottom meson systems.

System

B(iO

or B

B(p)

or B«

B(K)

orBg

B(K«)

- :

B(*)

«»«

B

1.358

1.289

l - 3 > » 7

1.277

0.991

B0

(CeV)"1

3.06?

O.98O

l.OVT

0.919

0.716

B l

(GeV)'1

16.058

5.129

5.1*83

u.ftu

3.71*9

vo

(GeV)

0.885

0.503

O.!*91

0.531

0.528

K

(GeV)2

O.lUU!*

0.01*90

0.0!*l*8

0.0552

0.0705

-23-

Table IV

The ground-state masses of the various bottom mesons as predicted in

the TS potential model are shown together with those, expected and predicted

•by others.

Meson

B(») or B

B<(0 or B#

B(K) or Bfl

B(K») or B*

B{*) or Be

Present TS
potential
model

(GeV.'J

5.121

5.370

5.271

5.1*19

6.31*6

Stanley
and
Rabson
[26}

v O e V )

5.308

5.3UU

5.388

5.1*27

6.293
(6 .3 t6) .

Eichten
et-sl .
[20]

(GeV.)

5.26

5.76

Dattoli

5.130

5.2^0

6.290

Fritzsoh
[22]

(G.V.)

\ tetveen

/ 5-0-5.3

I 5.1*5

-2U-



Table VI.

Table V

PC
Annihilation vidths of the vector mesons(vith Jru = l " ) , namely,

the mesons of i> and upsilon family into e e as calculated in the TS potential

model are shovn. Experimental values and those predicted by others are also

shewn for the s&ke of comparison.

State

IS

2S

1 3S

1 1*S

1 1S
1 28

1 33

1 Us

Transition |

71
•(3.095) - e*e

•'(3.681*) H. e V

•"(U.0l*0) + e+e~

•"(U.UlU) - e V

Y(9-'»31*5) + e*e"

T1(9.9930) * e+e"

Y"{10.3232)^- e + e "

Y*VlO.5lt65)+ e + e "

_

Presnet TS 1
potent ia l
model
predictions 1

(KeV)

26.10 1

2.30

0.57

0.20

j 1*.52

0.50

o.ii*

1 0.06

J

Experimental 1
values I

[33]

(ifcv) 1

1*.B ± 0.6 I

2.1 ± 0.3

0.75± 0.10

0.1*U± 0 .H

1.2 ± 0.2

I O.33± 0.10

1 ?

Eiehten 1
et a l .

[20]

(1CV)

I*.8

2 .1

1.5

. 1-1

1.25

0.1*5

I 0.31

0.25

—1 —--—

Stanley and
Robson I

(KeV)

It .71

1.31

0.67

0.1*0

0.79

0.20

0.12

Annihilation widths oT the vector mesons (with J = 1 ) of the

upsilcn faaily into three gluons as calculated in the TS potential model are

shown together with these predicted by Eiehten et. al. [20l.

Predictions of
Eiehten et.al,

(KeV)

Present TS potential
model predictions

(KeV)

-25-
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Table VII FIGURE CAPTIONS

1 The r.m.s. values of the meson radii v / r S as calculated in the

TS potential model are 3hovn in fra. The values predicted theoretically by

others are also shown for comparison.

S.Ho.

1

S

3

k

5

6

7

Meson

•

P

•

K

K»

*

I

Present TS potential
model predictions

(fta.)

1.126

0.328

0.321

0.350

0.311*

0.273

0.176

Experimental
values

(*•)

0.78 (Hef.37)

—

—

0.371 (Refa.

-

-

-

Values predicted
by others

(Cm.)

O.l»7 (Ref.20)

0.20 (Ref.20)

Meson energy levels in the upailon region for 1 = 0 . Regarding the

notations used in this figure we mention the following:

A) Mass 3pectra predicted in the TS potential rodel.

B) Experimental masses taken from Refsii .-uid 5- -

C) Mass spectra predicted by Stanley and Hobson, cf. Ref.26.

D) Mass spectra predicted by Richardson, cf. Ref.lU.

E) Mass spectra predicted by Eichten et al. cf. Ref. 20 .

*) Experimental masses used as input to the TS potential model and

taken from Ref .U .

a) Experimental masses, see Ref. •*.

t>) Experimental mass, see Her. 5.

c) Used aa input by Richardson, see Ref. 3.

A numerical plot of \-r—\ and
at r B

•ill

L*T at r = B

energy E (in CeV units) for the system. The points of inter-

section represent the energy eigenvalues or the mesonio energy levels °f

the * system, as predicted in the TS potential model.

Fig.3. Solid curve shows the variation of coupling strength parameter B vith

M, the mass of the lowest-lying stable state of a particular meson

system. The dashed curve shows the behaviour of o (M^) with

A = 591 MeV, as a function of M.
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